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Abstract—With the emergence of network function virtu-
alization (NFV), and software-defined networking (SDN), the
realization and implementation of service function chains (SFCs)
have become much easier. An SFC is an ordered set of inter-
connected virtual network functions (VNFs). NFV allows for
decoupling the network functions from proprietary hardware
realizing a software-based implementation of VNFs on commod-
ity hardware, and SDN decouples the network control from its
forwarding logic allowing for a more flexible and programmable
traffic routing among the VNFs. The SFC embedding problem
(i.e. placement of SFCs on a shared substrate and establishing
the corresponding traffic routes between the VNFs), has been
extensively studied in the literature.
In this paper, we extend a previous work on trust-aware
service chain embedding with generalizing the role of trust by
incorporating the trustworthiness of the service network links
and substrate network paths into the SFC embedding decision
process. We first introduce and formulate the path-based trust-
aware service chain embedding problem as a mixed integer-linear
program (MILP), and then provide an approximate model based
on selecting k− shortest candidate substrate paths for hosting
each virtual link, to reduce the complexity of the model. We
validate the performance of our methods through simulations
and conduct a discussion on evaluating the methods and some
operation trade-offs.
Index Terms—Network Function Virtualization; Service Func-
tion Chain; SFC embedding; Path-Based SFC Embedding.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent advances in NFV and SDN has enabled the
network operators to launch and manage their networks faster,
easier, and cheaper. Accordingly, given the advanced virtual-
ization and programmability features, there are less operations
and consequently less cost associated with service presentation
and maintenance. More specifically, NFV reduces the network
provisioning cost by decoupling the network functions from
the proprietary hardware and implementing them on commod-
ity hardware. In contrast to traditional networks where various
network functions such as firewall, deep packet inspection,
intrusion detection systems, video optimizer, etc. where de-
ployed using specialized hardware, instances of such VNFs
can be implemented on virtual machines(VMs) or containers,
allowing for an easier and a more flexible provisioning of
scalable solutions and driving higher profitability for the
network providers.
Complex network service requests can be provisioned by
service function chaining. An SFC is comprised from an or-
dered set of inter-connected virtual network functions (VNFs)
with logical dependencies. In this context, the SFC embedding
problem (i.e. placement of SFCs on a shared NFV infrastruc-
ture and establishing the corresponding traffic routes between
the VNFs) is of a great significance.
Inspired by the notion of trust in NFV [22] and with the
goal of integrating the NFV security requirements in SFC
embedding decisions, the trust-aware SFC embedding problem
was motivated and introduced in [1], by integrating trust
weights in the SFC embedding problem, where the security
demands of each NF and the trustworthiness level of each
substrate host were represented by the trust weights. In this
paper, we generalize the approach in [1] by augmenting
the role of trust. More precisely, we take into account the
trustworthiness requirements for both the NFs and the edges
between them. In a similar fashion we assign trust values to the
substrate network paths as well as the substrate hosts to model
the trustworthiness of the NFV infrastructure. Similar to [1],
we assume such trust values are computed and aggregated by a
trust evaluator process, based on the network configuration and
monitoring data and are distributed and provided to the entity
in charge of the SFC embedding (network orchestrator, or
controller) in a timely manner. Interested readers are referred
to [2], and [1] for more detailed information on trust and its
integration to the SFC embedding problem.
We also note that the method in [1] is link-based; i.e. i)
The flow decision variables are link-to-link; and ii) Provided
in the output is the assignment of each request link to a set of
substrate links that are guaranteed to generate valid continuous
substrate paths by suitable flow formation and conservation
constraints. However, in this paper we represent the SFC
embedding problem by a path-based model; i.e. i) The flow
decision variables are link-to-path; and ii) In the output, the
request links are directly assigned to the pre-selected substrate
paths.
In fact, one of the main contributions of this paper is to
propose a path-based model for the SFC embedding problem
(PB-SCE) which provides multiple advantages over the tradi-
tional link-based formulation used in [1]. Firstly, a path-based
formulation allows for the integration of various network and
routing policies within the service chain embedding framework
with low complexity. For instance, PB-SCE can be simply
augmented by a path pre-selection phase to admit requirements
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such as, traffic splitting, guaranteeing maximum delay or cost,
or even assuring the existence of (disjoint) backup paths.
Moreover, within the path-based framework many of the
design metrics that would enforce non-linear constraints to
the link-based formulation (e.g. reliability, trust, availability,
etc.), can simply be computed along the network paths in an
offline fashion and be input to the path-based formulation.
For instance, it is not possible in the link-based formulation
in [1] to incorporate a linear constraint for capturing the trust
requirement of each virtual edge; however, in the path-based
model it is straightforward to compute the trustworthiness of
a network path following the corresponding trust aggregation
policy and then input it to the model as a linear constraint.
This is the main motivation for introducing the path-based
trust-aware SFC embedding (PB-TASCE) model.
Finally, we note that in the context of trust-aware service
chain embedding, a pth-based model allows for abstracting
out the method by which trustworthiness of the infrastructure
is computed and aggregated. Precisely, considering a path-
based approach which only requires the trust values assigned
to the paths, disregarding how this value is computed based
on the similar for the underlying components, allows for the
application of our method in different settings, where trust
needs to be modeled differently [2]. For instance, interpreting
trust as a multiplicative metric will lead to a different trust-
worthiness judgment for a path comparing to the case where
trustworthiness of a path is computed as the minimum of the
trustworthiness of all its edges.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II describes the trust-aware service chain embedding
problem. In Section III we introduce the path-based MILP for-
mulation and its approximate k−shortest path based variants.
Section IV presents our evaluation results, whereas Section V
provides an overview of the related work. Finally, in Section
VI, we highlight our conclusions and discuss directions for
future work.
II. NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The substrate network, is modeled as an undirected graph
Gs = (Ns,Es), while the request network is modeled as a
directed graph G f = (N f ,E f ). Each substrate node u ∈ Ns
has a residual processing capacity ru, and each substrate link
(u,v) ∈ Es has a bandwidth capacity of cuv, while the CPU
requirement of request node i∈N f and the bandwidth demand
of a request link (i, j) ∈ E f are represented by gi and di j
accordingly.
We denote by tu the trustworthiness of the substrate node
u ∈ Ns, and by t i the trust requirement of the request node i ∈
N f , while this metric for a request link (i, j)∈E f is denoted by
t i j and for a substrate path p by tp, where p is a connected set
of edges in the substrate graph. As in [1], trust takes fractional
numerical value in [0,1]. We note that the trustworthiness of a
substrate path can be any function (according to specific use-
case or methodology) of the trust values corresponding to the
links and nodes belonging to that path.
We define the following components of the path-based
formulation to facilitate the description of the model:
Definition 1: Augmented Graph. For a commodity (virtual
link) k = (i, j) where i j ∈ E f we denote by Gks = (Nks ,Eks ), the
augmented graph corresponding to commodity k, whereby for
every node u ∈ Ns that is eligible for hosting request node i,
the directed augmented edge (i,u) is added to Es. Similarly,
for every node u that is eligible for hosting the request node
j, the directed augmented edge (u, j) will be added to Es.
Hence, for the augmented graph, explicitly we will have:
Nks = Ns∪{i, j}
Eks = Es∪{iu|u ∈ Ns and tu ≥ t i and ru ≥ gi}
∪{u j|u ∈ Ns and tu ≥ t j and ru ≥ g j}
Furthermore, we denote by Gas = (N
a
s ,E
a
s ) the augmented
graph corresponding to the request graph G f =(N f ,E f ), which
contains all the nodes and links in all of the augmented graphs
for all the commodities.
Definition 2: Augmented Path. For a commodity K = (i, j)
where (i, j) ∈ E f we denote by pk from i to j, a generic
augmented path corresponding to commodity k, where the
initial and the final links are augmented edges corresponding
to commodity k. In other words, once we remove the initial
and final edge from pk the result will be a path of the original
graph Gs. We further denote by P k, the set of all augmented
paths corresponding to commodity k, and by P the set of all
augmented paths.
For instance, fig. 3 shows an augmented graph for com-
modity (virtual link) (i, j) in the Request Graph depicted in
fig. 2, that is going to be placed on the substrate network
shown in fig. 1. Furthermore. each of the directed paths in the
augmented graph depicted in fig. 3, that start with a red edge
and end with a blue edge, is an augmented path corresponding
to commodity (i, j).
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section we provide the formulation for PB-SCE
and PB-TASCE models as well as a k-shortest path based
approximation algorithm to reduce the complexity of the
optimization model while maintaining high results accuracy.
A. Path-based Model
In order to achieve a path-based formulation which takes
into account the trustworthiness of both substrate nodes and
paths, we define two sets of variables to declare the formula-
tion of the problem:
• x, denotes the set of binary variables xiu which express
the assignment of VNF i to substrate node u.
• f, denotes the set of continuous variables fp which express
the amount of flow passing through the augmented path
p ∈ P in the augmented substrate graph.
We start with a MILP formulation as follows which contains
all the service requirements as hard constraints.
Fig. 1: Substrate Graph Gs =
(Ns,Es)
Fig. 2: Request Graph G f =
(N f ,E f )
Fig. 3: Augmented Substrate
Graph Gi js = (N
i j
s ,E
i j
s ) for
virtual link i j
Fig. 4: Trust-Aware SFC
Embedding Solution
PB-TASCE Objective:
Minimize ∑
p∈P
cp fp+ γ ∑
i∈N f
∑
u∈Ns
tuxiu (1)
Placement Constraints:
∑
u∈NS
xiu = 1, ∀i ∈ NF (2)
∑
p∈P i j
fp = di j, ∀i j ∈ E f (3)
∑
p∈P :iu∈p
fp ≤ xiuM, ∀i ∈ N f ,u ∈ Ns (4)
Trust Constraints:
(tu− t i)xiu ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ NF ,∀u ∈ NS (5)
(tp− t i j) fp ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ E f , p ∈ P k (6)
Capacity Constraints:
∑
i∈NF
gixiu ≤ ru, ∀u ∈ NS (7)
∑
p:uv∈p
fp ≤ cuv, ∀uv ∈ Es (8)
Domain Constraints:
xiu ∈ {0,1}, ∀i ∈ NF ,u ∈ NS (9)
fp ≥ 0, ∀p ∈ P (10)
The objective function (1) is the weighted sum of the flow
embedding (bandwidth) and server assignment (processing)
costs with γ being the normalization factor to determine the
balance between the two terms of the objective function.
The processing cost corresponding to each substrate server
is proportional to its trust value, i.e. the more trustworthy
servers are more expensive. Constraints set (2) ensures that
each request nodes is placed on one substrate node. Constraints
set (3) makes sure that the traffic demand of each request link
will be allocated to this commodity using as many augmented
paths as needed, while constraints set (4) enforces that no
flow passes through the paths that are not allowed to be used
provided the node assignment policy, where M is a large
enough constant.
Constraints sets (5), and (6) guarantee that the trust re-
quirements of each virtual link and each virtual node are
satisfied, while constraints sets (7), and (8) guarantee that the
allocated CPU and bandwidth resources do not exceed the
residual capacity for each substrate node and link respectively.
Constraints sets (9), and (10) are the domain constraints
corresponding to variable sets x and f respectively. We note
that removing constraints (5), and (6) from the last model gives
the baseline PB-SCE model.
B. Approximation Method
We note that the PB-TASCE model cannot be used effi-
ciently in realistic settings with large scale networks due to not
being scalable. More precisely, the complexity of the model is
mostly determined by the size of path set P , and the size of
constraints set grows exponentially with the scale of the net-
work (due to constraint (6)). Indeed, for a complete substrate
graph, the set P may contain as many as (e|E f |/2)(|Ns|!) paths
[5]. Even, for a sparse network graph, the size of the set of
augmented paths for each virtual edge may grow exponentially
in |Ns|. In order to tackle this issue, we modify the PB-SCE
and the PB-TASCE models to contain only the k− shortest
augmented paths for each commodity. This will result in lower
complexity at the expense of suboptimal results. Opting for
different values of k one can adjust the performance of the
algorithm and seek for suitable value of k to seek balance
between complexity and result accuracy. We will explore this
trade-off in detail in the evaluation section. We refer to these
new models as KPB-SCE and KPB-TASCE in order.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section we compare the performance of the proposed
path-based models in general with the link-based model in
[1], present the outcome of our service chain embedding
scheme under both node and link trust constraints, and provide
the performance evaluation results for the aforementioned
approximation methods. We first provide a description of the
simulation environment setup and scenarios and then proceed
with presenting the evaluation results.
A. Experiment Setup
All models and the evaluation environment are implemented
in Java, including the service chain and the infrastructure
topology generator. All the MILP formulations are modeled
using CPLEX. For the k− shortest path generator we adopted
an implementation of Yen’s algorithm [6]. All the experiments
are conducted on an Intel Xeon processor at 3.5 GHz and 16
GB of main memory.
For the NFV Infrastructure we generated a 3-layer fat tree
topology with 16 pods. For the evaluation setup, we used
one zone of the DC with 4 pods, containing two layers
of two switches and 4 servers, i.e. two servers per ToR
switch, each of which having 8 cores running at 2 GHz.
Similar to [1], the initial utilization and trustworthiness of
each server is drawn from uniform distributions U(0.3,0.6),
and U(0.2,1) in respective order. The inter-rack and ToR-to-
Server link capacity are set to 16 and 8 Gbps accordingly. The
trustworthiness of the substrate paths are randomly generated
according to a uniform distribution U(0.5,1)
The SFC Requestss were generated according to three dif-
ferent service chain templates as explained in great detail in
[1]. The CPU demand of each VNF is obtained from the
inbound traffic rate and the VNF resource profile [7][8]. For
each SFC request, the number of VNFs, and the inbound traffic
demand, are generated according to uniform distributions
U(5,9), U(50,100). Moreover, the virtual node trust, and the
virtual link trust requirement levels are both drawn from a
uniform distribution U(0.2,0.8).
Similar to [1], for the comparison purpose, we use ac-
ceptance ratio, CPU utilization, bandwidth revenue& cost,
and processing revenue& cost with the same definitions as
provided in [1].
B. Evaluation Scenarios
We carry out two distinct sets of experiments for evaluating
the performance of the proposed schemes. In the first set
of experiments we compare the performance of path-based
service chain embedding method to that of the link-based
scheme in [1] from different perspectives and report the results.
We run the KPB-SCE model for different values of k and
benchmark them against the link-based method. None of the
trust constraints are in place for this experiment.
The second set of experiments deal with service chain
embedding under both node and link trust constraints. More
precisely, this set of experiments compare the performance
of the PB-TASCE model to that of the baseline PB-SCE,
and PB-SCE with node constraints to highlight how the
integration of trust constraints impacts the performance of the
SFC embedding methods.
C. Evaluation Results
1) Experiment A: Fig. 5 shows the the comparison between
the performance of link-based SCE MILP model of [1], and
the proposed k-pb-SCE algorithms, for different values of k =
8,10,12. As fig. 5 depicts, as k increases and more paths are
included in the solution space, the performance of the k-pb-
SCE algorithm increases. The change from k = 8 to k = 10 is
more obvious than the change from k = 10 to k = 12. The 8-
pb-SCE method on average admits around 55% of the requests
while 10-pb-SCE, 12-pb-SCE, and the link-based SCE, accept
67%, 70% and 74% of the requests in order.
Fig. 6 compares the CPU utilization of the substrate servers.
As expected, the higher the request acceptance ratio is the
higher the CPU utilization will be, as more processing re-
sources are consumed. In steady state, in the case of the
link-based SCE approach, on average more than 95% of
the processing resources are consumed. The 12-pb-SCE can
almost keep up to this level, while the CPU utilization for
8-pb-SCE remains as low as around 70%.
Figures 7 and 8, depict the percentage difference between
the per-request processing and bandwidth revenue generated
by the path-based approximation methods and the link-based
method. By fig. 7, the processing revenue generated by the
k-pb-SCE methods remains within 10% of the optimal link-
based methods. Moreover, as fig. 8 suggests, in steady state,
the 8-pb-SCE method provides around 14% less bandwidth
revenue comparing to that of the optimal link-based method.
This value can be mitigated to 9% and 4% by taking 10, and
12 shortest paths for each commodity in the solution space.
Figures 9 and 10 show the per-request profile of the band-
width cost and the bandwidth revenue. Firstly, we observe a
significant difference between the bandwidth cost and revenue
for admitted requests which stems from the fact that different
functions can be collocated on the substrate servers which
will induce zero bandwidth consumption and therefore zero
bandwidth cost. Moreover, we observe that the more optimal
the algorithm is, the more it is successful in admitting more
costly network requests. This is because when more substrate
paths are injected to the solution space as the value of
parameter k increases, more efficient options are there for
placing each request link, in the request embedding decision
making process.
The box-plot for the per-request processing cost is depicted
in Fig. 11. It can be seen that the per-request processing cost
for the approximation methods remain within 10% of that of
the link-based method confirming the observation of Fig. 7.
Fig. 12 shows the CDF of the number of VNFs in each
SFC that is admitted by the SFC embedding mechanisms; i.e.
the population of SFCs from certain sizes that are successfully
placed on the substrate network. As expected, switching from
k= 8 to k= 10 and then k= 12, the profile of the admitted ser-
vice chain size’s converges to that of the link-based approach,
which further confirms the effectiveness of our approximate
embedding methods.
2) Experiment B:
Fig. 13 elaborates the impact of incorporating trust into the
path-based SCE model. As this figure suggests, for k= 12, the
addition of trust requirements for the request nodes (i.e. con-
straint (5)) may reduce the performance of the SFC embedding
method by 10% on average in the steady state. Furthermore,
when the link trust requirements are integrated within the
Fig. 5: Exp-A: Acceptance
Ratio
Fig. 6: Exp-A: CPU Utiliza-
tion
Fig. 7: Exp-A: Incremental
CPU Revenue to Link-Based
Fig. 8: Exp-A: Incremental
BW Revenue to Link-Based
Fig. 9: Exp-A: Bandwidth
Cost per Request
Fig. 10: Exp-A: Bandwidth
Revenue per Request
Fig. 11: Exp-A: Processing
Cost per Request
Fig. 12: Exp-A: CDF of Ac-
cepted Requests
Fig. 13: Exp-B: Acceptance
Ratio
Fig. 14: Exp-B: CPU Uti-
lization
Fig. 15: Exp-B: CDF of Ac-
cepted Requests
Fig. 16: Exp-B: Bandwidth
Revenue per Request
SFC embedding framework( i.e. the 12-pb-TASCE model) the
acceptance ratio diminishes by another 10%.
The impact of the natural decline in the acceptance ratio,
when taking into account the trust constraints can be observed
in the server CPU utilization profile in Fig. 14 as well. One
can observe that there is a 18% and a further 25% decline in
the substrate CPU utilization, associated eith the addition of
trust requirements for request nodes and links in the respective
order. We note that the performance drop caused by the node
trust constraints is quite natural in that the substrate nodes
with lower trustworthiness host request nodes less frequently,
but the severe drop in CPU utilization due to in-existence
of trustworthy substrate paths is quite more interesting; the
reason being that the probability of rejecting a larger request
(with more nodes and links) is higher, since due to the link
trust constraints, it gets more unlikely to find feasible substrate
paths for each request link when the request size increases.
To further investigate the impact of the size of requests in
the embedding decision, we tested the performance of the 12-
pb-TASCE algorithm when only requests with 5 VNFs arrive.
We then repeated the same experiment for the requests of only
9 VNFs. In the former case, we observed an increase of around
10% in the CPU utilization, while in the latter this parameter
dropped by around12%.
This observation is well-aligned with Fig. 15 as well which
suggests that the 12-pb-TASCE method has a tendency to
admit the smaller requests comparing to the case when there
are no restrictions on the trustworthiness of the substrate paths.
Finally, fig. 16 shows the impact of the restrictions on the
trustworthiness of substrate paths, comparing to the two other
cases. We observe that the per-request bandwidth revenue
remains almost the same when there are only restrictions on
node trustworthiness, since the set of feasible paths in the
solution space does not change while when the path trust
constraints are introduced the bandwidth revenue diminishes
by around 15 to 20 percents.
V. RELATED WORK
In this section we provide a brief review of the related
works on SFC embedding and trust. The literature on the
SFC embedding problem is quite rich. Recently, applications
of this problem have been explored in mobile edge and
fog computing [9] [10] [11], Space-Air-Ground Integrated
Networks (SAGIN) [12], 5G core network [13], multi-domain
service provisioning [14] [15], cloud data centers [16], etc.
Multiple objectives and design requirements are sought when
addressing the SFC embedding problem including but not
limited to cost minimization [19], resiliency [20], energy
consumption minimization [21], privacy [17], security [18],
and trust-awareness [1], etc.
The trust-aware SFC embedding problem was discussed in
[1] using a link-based formulation, where only the trustwor-
thiness of request and substrate nodes were considered in a
dynamic environment. The path-based approach has already
been considered in [3] in the domain of virtual network
embedding where a column generation framework was pro-
posed for the placement of virtual network functions. Among
the works in the literature, our approach is more similar
to [3], and [5] where the paths of substrate network are
considered for the placement of network requests. Recently,
the notion of trust has been considered in the domain of
NFV and service deployment. In [22], the authors discuss the
challenges of integrating trust within the NFV infrastructure.
In the context of edge deployments and multi-domain service
provisioning[23], trust has been considered as a determining
factor in deciding the most secure cloud edge deployments.
The work in [24] has investigated the integration of trust into
cloud by incorporating it into cloud management, different
architecture components, concepts and implementation.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we introduced a framework for the path-based
trust-aware service chain embedding problem. We started with
a baseline formulation for the path-based SFC embedding
problem. Then we provided a formulation for the approximate
problem by taking into account only k-shortest paths candi-
dates for each virtual link. We finally incorporated the trust
constrains for both virtual nodes and links and evaluated the
efficiency of our algorithm through simulations and numerical
results. We believe that the results accuracy and the time
complexity of the proposed path-based methods in this paper
can be further improved by the development of a scheme that
can dynamically add or remove the network path from the
feasible solution space. A column generation framework can
be used as the core of this scheme. This problem as well
as providing a distributed logical framework for computing
and aggregating the trustworthiness across a software-defined
network, are among our future directions.
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